TEE AND CAP: LULULEMON; IV Y PARK CAMOU BOMBER AND LORD AND
TAYLOR LONG-SLEEVE TEE: HUDSON’S BAY.
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They say Torontonians want to be rich and Montrealers want to be cool.
But the ultimate goal of a Vancouverite? To be forever young. Luckily, our
fair city offers myriad ways to chase health and longevity—some backed by
research, others by wishful thinking, but all in pursuit of eternal youth.
portraits by

Evaan Kheraj

styling by

Luisa Rino

hair and makeup by

Melanie Neufeld
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Sally Michael White

PRINT A
NEW SET
OF ORGANS

2

40
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Is it possible to turn back the clock
and forestall the aging process?
Dr. Alex: With aging and disease prevention, if you
imagine that your genetic risk factors are the bullets,
then the environment is what pulls the trigger. We do a
lot for treatment and prevention of these risks through IV
therapies, nutrition, supplements and acupuncture.
Dr. Lawrence: Basically, you want to maintain a homeostatic
state. You can occasionally come out of it for fun and excitement,
but if your body is toxic—from poor diet, metal fillings, airborne
chemicals, pesticides, plastics—it starts skewing down until
you get it back to that middle range. It usually boils down to
taking care of yourself: sleep well, eat well, drink enough
water, be mindful and try not to be obsessed by things.

5

UPGRADE
YOUR FITBIT

Q:

3

It sounds like it’s not just about physical wellness.
Dr. Lawrence: Emotions are a big factor. If you have high
stress all the time, your body goes into something called
sympathetic dominance, which means you start to secrete
hormones like cortisol, which breaks down the body’s cells.
A lot of people have sleeping issues because they’re running
high levels of sympathetic stress 24/7. That adds to acidity,
which adds to inflammation, which leads to degenerative
diseases like cancer. The whole idea is to get your body
less inflamed. If you can do that, you’ll be healthier.

Embrace the
Fermentation Lifestyle

Good news, health-minded foodies: there have never been more delicious
ways to cultivate optimal microbial chemistry, make digestion easier and
help balance your stomach acids. These magic treats are the product of
fermentation—the breaking down of sugars into acid or alcohol by yeasts and
bacteria—and you probably already love them.

Q:

Are there any new ways to optimize our bodies?
Dr. Alex: With younger generations especially, we’re seeing
increased interest in biohacking. They want to know how we
can push the edge in terms of optimizing health. Athletes
often set themselves up for injury because of the load and the
cardiovascular demand on the body. One thing we offer is a blood
ozone technique called major autohemotherapy, which helps to
increase oxygen use and content at the cellular level. It boosts
your whole internal system, so it can be used for performance
enhancement, but you can also use it for cancer treatment.

Forget guns and shoes: 3D printing will
soon be tasked with crafting organs,
thanks to Vancouver’s Aspect Biosystems.
Under its catchy slogan “Human Tissues
on Demand,” the UBC biotechnology
start-up company has already replicated
living human tissue through custom-built
3D printers. It uses a microfluidic chip
to generate a thin gel fibre—loaded with

living cells—which is then stacked into a
3D structure layer by layer and incubated
for several weeks to develop into tissue,
explains Tamer Mohamed, Aspect’s cofounder. Mohamed adds of the technology
currently used for drug testing, “The goal
is to create replacement tissue for surgical
implantation.” And possibly a world
without donors, to boot.—Lucy Hyslop

by

Forget your 10,000 steps.
Vancouver-based Mio Global
offers an alternative way to
gamify your health: their wearables award PAI (personal
activity intelligence) points for
getting your cardio on, whether
from a spin class or gardening.
“You can earn a lot of PAI from
playing with your grandchildren,” says Liz Dickinson,
Mio founder. The good news:
the largest health study ever
conducted found that those
who maintain an optimum PAI
score live a decade longer—
which means more time with
said grandkids. mioglobal.com

Daniela Rodríguez Chevalier

Kombucha Grab a growler of VanMag

Taste Test winner Bucha Brew’s fermented
elixir at one of their 32 fill locations, or try a
kombucha cocktail at Gastown’s Bambudda.
buchabrew.ca; 99 Powell St., bambudda.ca
KOMBUCHA: CLINTON HUSSE Y

by

Tech

Proponents of bee-venom
therapy (BVT) claim that
a honeybee’s venom—
administered by either extract
or straight from the stinger—
can treat 40-plus ailments,
from MS to skin tumours. The
small dose of venom allegedly
kickstarts the immune system
to address your other aches
and pains…and yeah, it’s
going to hurt. (Talk to your
physician before rattling any
hives!) honeybeecentre.com

Q:

The first step in reclaiming your youth is
to figure out what your biological age is in
the first place—the number that reveals
exactly the damage that’s been done
(or avoided) during your turns around
the globe. We asked Doctors Lawrence
Chan and Alex Chan from Integrative
Naturopathic Medical Centre how to analyze
and optimize our pesky aging bods.

Medical

4

How do you determine someone’s biological age?
Dr. Alex: We determine biological age by looking at toxicity,
hormone balance, diet and lifestyle to see how the years you’ve
lived have affected your body. Hormones are the body’s repair
kit. When you hit menopause or andropause, nature starts to
crash your hormone levels to half of what they were when you were
younger. The nice thing is, though, we can intervene. The body
will respond when you push it, so if you exercise hard and properly,
and you eat well, you can bump up your natural hormones.

1

Lifestyle

FEEL
THE STING

Q:

Turn Back
the Biological
Clock

Diet

Kimchi Kim’s Mart is a Mount Pleasant
favourite and the best place in the
city to get an amazing local kimchi.
519 E Broadway, 604-708-9913

Sauerkraut Grab a side of Handtaste

Ferments’ locally made ’kraut for $4 at
Chinatown’s sausage and beer parlour,
Bestie. 105 E Pender St., bestie.ca

Yogurt Abbotsford’s Birchwood

Dairy farm makes a creamy, tangy,
European-style yogurt that’s
worth the drive. 1154 Fadden
Rd., birchwooddairy.com

DIY Fermentation Vancouver-

based Homestead Junction offers
fermentation workshops (learn how
to make your own sourdough bread),
plus DIY kits and other products (think
dried milk kefir grains, koji rice for
sake, and a lot of jars). 649
E Hastings St., homesteadjunction.ca

GET A
DOG

6

A little puppy love boosts
happiness and mental health;
exposure to their filthy coats
boosts immunity for the whole
family and lessens allergy
risks for kids, according
to data uncovered by the
SFU-developed Allergy and
Asthma Portal. Good dog.
allergen.innatedb.com
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Spark One Up

Is cannabis a cure-all? If so, the Vancouver housing
crisis is going to get a lot worse, because people in
this city are going to live forever. Medical marijuana
is easier to find than a decent burrito to munch
afterward, and it can allegedly treat everything from
muscle spasms to insomnia to diabetes—though
what it can’t cure is the pain of embarrassment
that comes from using the stoner-kid
names given to each strain.
by

Steve Burgess and Stacey McLachlan

The ailment Asthma
The treatment
“Critical Kush”
Why? THCV (tetrahydrocannabivarin) helps
dilate respiratory passages (though smoking
probably isn’t the best
intake method).

7

The ailment Glaucoma
The treatment
“XXX 420”
Why? The THC
(tetrahydrocannabinol)
and CBD (cannabidol)
in this strain help lower
inner-eye pressure.

9
The ailment
Osteoporosis
The treatment
“Pineapple Purps”
Why? The highTHCV strain is
thought to stimulate
bone growth.

The ailment Arthritis
The treatment
“Blue Widow”
Why? Thanks to
massive amounts of
THC, this strain is highly
anti-inflammatory.

They say money can’t buy
happiness, but Elizabeth
Dunn, UBC psychology
professor and co-author of
Happy Money: The Science
of Happier Spending,
has other ideas.
Q: How can spending money
make you happier?
A: One way is to buy experiences.
Indulging in a nice dinner out
or a weekend away will provide
more happiness than buying
a high-definition TV or other
shiny things. Another is to make
things a treat…so don’t buy that
expensive smoothie every day.

The ailment
Crohn’s Disease
The treatment
“Confidential Cheese”
Why? Muscle spasms
and cramps are reduced
thanks to CBD levels.

8

PERFORM A
BALANCING ACT

How did you get into acro yoga?
I started yoga because I hurt
my upper back. I started with
Bikram’s, and then I went on a
retreat where they offered partner yoga. Today I do acro yoga
twice a week, for hours at a time.

It must be an incredible workout.
I don’t realize how much I’ve
worked out until after the fact:
I’m so focused and I’m having

42

GO SHOPPING
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“Acroboy Troy” (not pictured) picked up yoga to treat a bad back and neck
about five years ago; today, he’s teaching acro yoga (a two-or-more-person
form centred on balance and focus) to the yoga-curious. At 51 years old, he’s
an outlier in a community of spry twenty- and thirtysomethings, but he’s living
proof that anything’s possible for the young at heart. —Stacey McLachlan
so much fun doing it. I look
at the clock and think, I can’t
believe time is going so fast.
Is it dangerous? I have a healthy
sense of fear. You’re not using an
apparatus; you’re working with
someone who’s moving with you.
I practise basing; that means I’m
on the bottom. Effective communication and accurate selfassessment are both paramount.

You must have an incredible
connection with your partner.
When I approach acro yoga, it’s
actually a little clinical. Some
people get the wrong impression; it can look sexual. But when
you’re practising, that should be
the furthest thing from your mind.
Ready to try it yourself? Troy
teaches in Richmond regularly.
facebook.com/yogaboy.troy

Buying time can also buy you
happiness. Another pair of heels
isn’t going to change the way
you spend your time, but paying
a cleaning service so you don’t
spend your Saturdays cleaning
your house will. Another trick
is to pay now, consume later.
Pay for that vacation right
away—you get the financial
pain out of the way, and you get
the pleasure of anticipation, a
valuable source of happiness.
Or you can invest in other
people. If you have $5 in your
pocket, use it to make somebody
else’s day. You’ll give yourself
an emotional boost as well.
Every time you are buying something that’s intended to make you
happy, stop and ask yourself, how
will this purchase affect the way I
spend my time? If it’s not going to
make any difference, just put your
wallet away.—Jennifer Van Evra
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Freshen Up
Your Blood

The Snopes-disproved legend of Keith
Richards swapping out his blood after a
night of hard partying for that of a younger
man may not sound so far-fetched in the
future, if recent studies are to be believed.
by

Young-blood therapy—“parabiosis”—works in
mice, no question about it. Multiple experiments
conducted at Harvard and elsewhere within the last
five years have found that blood transfused from
young mice into old ones had a rejuvenating effect.
The old mice grew peppier. They performed better
on memory tests. Their fur grew sleek and lustrous.
Something in that new, rich plasma was healing
and repairing aging organs by activating dormant
stem cells. No one knows which among hundreds of
goodies in the young blood—circulating proteins,
growth factors, immune-system boosters—
might be responsible, or whether whatever
mechanism is at work could also work in humans.
But that hasn’t stopped research from moving
to the human-experiment stage. If you’re over 35
you can be part of a clinical trial run by the U.S.
National Institute of Health and receive blood from
a donor between 16 and 25 years old to see if and
how it spruces you up. In a separate study going on
at Stanford, Alzheimer’s patients receive youngblood transfusions to see if it stems cognitive
decline. The endgame is to isolate the magic active
ingredient in the blood serum and sell it in a pill.
There’s a what’s-old-is-new-again dimension in
all this. The idea of young blood as an elixir goes
back to ancient Greece. The difference now is the
potential customer. It used to be the poor, who,
unable to procure expensive medicine, would slip
the executioner a few pennies for a cup of blood.
Now only the rich, such as PayPal founder and
Trump booster Peter Thiel, can afford to roll the
dice on this life hack. The NIH trial, sponsored by
the Monterey-based company Ambrosia LLC, costs
$8,000 (U.S.) to participate in.

TIME-TRAVEL TO
A STRESS-FREE
CHILDHOOD

12

44
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Running
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Bruce Grierson
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11

North Vancouver’s B.J. McHugh holds the
marathon world record for an 88-year-old by an
astounding 92 minutes…and that’s just one of
dozens of other age-based running feats. Now
89 years old, the former nurse is taking a break
from running for the time being—but only because she slipped getting off the podium at an
award ceremony for athletic achievement.

Q:

Where did you
spend your
    
childhood?

A:

I grew up in Ontario,
one of eight kids. I
grew up in the Depression,
so I learned to make do.
We lived on a farm east of
Toronto; my parents pulled
me out of classes each spring
to work in the fields.
Q: When did you
start running?
A: I always skied and
played tennis, but I didn’t
start running until my 50s.
I ran my first marathon at
55—when I was still smoking!

Were you lucky enough to have a childhood filled
with cookies and fireside family game nights? Go
ahead and tick off a box on the longevity checklist.
A recent study shows adverse childhood events
affect how we age. The study, published in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences,
examined the relationship between telomeres—
the caps at the ends of each strand of DNA—and
stressful childhood events. Shorter telomeres are

RUN, B. J, RUN
When McHugh isn’t
running, she’s walking.
Everywhere. “I refuse
rides. I tell my friends
I need the exercise.”

Q: Do you have a special diet?
A: I eat everything and anything. Breakfast this morning
was oatmeal, a boiled egg
and grapefruit. I have steak
every Saturday night.
Q: What about drinking?
A: I have a glass of shiraz
every night, even before
a marathon. It’s part
of my daily routine.
Q: Will you be
running forever?
A: Running gets the heart
rate up. You get that high;
nothing takes the place of
running. I think I would find
life without it terribly boring.

associated with disease and old age, while longer
ones indicate health and strength; the childhood
troubles that predicted shorter telomeres included
physical abuse, run-ins with police and having
parents with substance abuse problems. But
since there’s nothing we can do to reverse the
effects of adverse childhood events, why not go
do something nice for a kid in need of a boost?
You can live forever vicariously.—Amy O’Brian

LONG SLEEVE TEE: LULULEMON; NIKE CAPRI PANT: NORDSTROM
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Freeze
Your Brain
We may not have the cure
for mortality now…but
transhumanists believe
one day we will. And
their cryogenically frozen
brains will be ready.
by

Danielle Egan

13

After his heart stops beating, Keegan
Macintosh is not going to die. When his
legal death occurs, the 32-year-old will be
cryopreserved, his life suspended until a
future day, a future place, and a time when it’s
possible to reanimate bodies and brains.
He’s not in danger of this happening any time
soon, but Macintosh wants to be prepared. “I don’t
plan on needing cryonics for a long time, but I enjoy
my life. I hope it’ll be a long one, potentially a much
longer one in a future society,” says Macintosh, a
healthy, fit public speaking and drama instructor
with an interest in life extension, from nutrition
to the philosophy of transhumanism, which holds
the view that we’re evolving far too slowly to solve
the world’s problems—disease, climate change,

TAKE YOUR
BRAIN FOR
A WALK

14

46

There are plenty of benefits to walking—cardiac health,
relaxation, elevated mood—but a UBC researcher has
shown that walking can also help ward off cognitive
decline in people at risk of dementia. In one study,
associate professor of physical therapy Teresa LiuAmbrose had 71 participants aged 56 to 96—all with
cognitive impairment from damage to tiny blood
vessels in their brains—walk three times per week,
gradually increasing their intensity. Others did not

VA N M A G . C O M M A R C H 2 0 1 7

follow the exercise program but kept with their usual
routines. Among the walkers, they found significant
improvement in memory and cognitive function; in other
words, they could help stave off the cognitive declines
associated with dementia. But they had to keep up
the pace: six months after the study, those who had
stopped walking saw the benefits diminish. “The head
and the body are connected,” says Liu-Ambrose. “And
exercise truly is the magic pill.”—Jennifer Van Evra

ignorance, war, you name it. “We’re not perfect, and we
never will be,” says Macintosh. “But we can overcome
our built-in frailties with technologies”—like molecular
nanotechnology, genetic engineering, artificial
intelligence, and cryonics. “The prospect that cryonics
will work is only slightly less terrifying than the prospect
that it won’t work,” he admits. “I don’t cherish the idea of
waking up to a world without my friends and family.” So
far, Macintosh has been unable to convince his husband
to sign up too—ditto for the family dog.
“Luckily, I know a half dozen other Vancouver
cryonicists, like Carrie,” he says, raising his coffee mug
to Carrie Wong, a 32-year-old geologist working
in oil and mining satellite mapping. Wong met
Macintosh in 2012, while they were students
at UBC. “Cryonics is very comforting to me,”
says Wong; she and her husband signed up in
2013. “It means I don’t have to think about what
happens after I die, all that anxiety about the
afterlife. I feel like this is the best shot I have.”
Approximately 2,500 people around the world have
bet on cryonics as their chance at an afterlife, signing
up for one of two cryopreservation facilities: the Alcor
Life Extension Foundation in Arizona or the Cryonics
Institute in Michigan. Two hundred and ninety people
are currently cryopreserved in these facilities, including
two Canadians and one British Columbian, each held in
a container resembling a human-sized Thermos.
The journey to that giant Thermos is a complicated
one that ideally should begin within minutes of legal
death to provide the least cellular damage from oxygen
and blood deprivation, particularly to the brain.
Cryobanks are duty-bound to cryopreserve all clients, no
matter the condition on arrival, but for the best chance
of a successful future thaw, they recommend that the
elderly or terminal move to nearby hospices prior to
death so that they can provide an immediate emergency
response. If that’s not possible, or if death is accidental,
it’s optimal to have a local ER team standing by. For
U.S. cryonicists there’s a company called Suspended
Animation, providing ambulatory services in Florida
and California. Elsewhere, cryonicists have created

SKIP THE
CLINIC
WAITING
ROOM

15

As much as we love sitting in a stuffy lobby
for three hours with the hacking-up-alung crowd, the free EQ Virtual app is a
terribly civilized alternative to the usual
clinic experience. Log in to video chat with
a B.C. doctor right from your sickbed (go
on—show off that weird hot tub rash!),
and have your prescription sent directly
to your local pharmacy. eqvirtual.com
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volunteer teams, including a Toronto group waiting to
spring into action for approximately 15 Torontonians. In
Vancouver, Macintosh and Wong founded the Lifespan
Society to ostensibly provide standby services for 25
B.C.-based cryonicists, including their sort of surrogate
grandfather, 78-year-old West Vancouverite Charles
Grodzicki, whose chosen resting place is the Cryonics
Institute, 3,000 kilometres away.
“Charles is healthy, but he’s our oldest member, and
we want to give him the best shot,” says Wong. Optimal
ER starts immediately, with CPR and the restoration of
breathing and blood circulation, ideally by heart-lung

If we can come back, were we
really dead in the first place?”
—k eega n

m ac i n t o s h , c ryon ic i s t

resuscitator, a.k.a. a “thumper.” Then, anticoagulants
are administered by IV to prevent blood clotting, so that
when the cryobank begins the process of vitrification—
replacing blood with “cryoprotectant” chemicals that
inhibit ice formation—the potential for freezer burn is
minimized. (Think antifreeze and airtight Tupperware.)
Lifespan members—about a dozen B.C.ers, half
Vancouver-based—are in the process of acquiring
medical supplies, training and a list of local funeral
directors willing to put bodies on ice for speedy transport
to Michigan and Arizona. The cryobanks function as
non-profits, much like organ donation and cadaver
research organizations, their clients paying annual
membership fees combined with either a prepayment or
the signing over of life insurance policies, the option that
both Wong and Macintosh chose.
Macintosh and Wong have opted for brain-only
vitrification, which, at $90,000 (U.S.), is a cheaper
alternative to the $200,000 (U.S.) sticker price for the
whole body. Once they reach Alcor, only their heads will
be vitrified and placed in the liquid nitrogen-filled
Thermos, gradually cooling to -196°C. The goal,
according to Alcor, is to “regrow” a new body using

CHEW
ON SOME
KELP

16

Move over, kale: there’s
a new green in town. A
study from Newcastle
University suggests that
alginates in sea kelp help
suppress fat absorption
by 75 percent. (One side
effect: it increases kelp
absorption by 100 percent.)
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future regeneration techniques. “It’s all
in here,” says Macintosh, tapping his
temple. “My body? They can upgrade it.”
Sound like science fiction? Today, it
still is. We can vitrify and store eggs and
embryos and thaw them successfully
when they’re needed, but not human
organs, much less entire human
bodies and brains. Yet while religions
that promise an afterlife are rarely
scrutinized for scientific validity, critics
have called cryonicists “corpsicles”
and accused cryobanks of quackery,
though they guarantee nothing more
than cold storage and revival only if
big medical breakthroughs happen in
the future, particularly in molecular
nanotechnology. They point to recent
breakthroughs, such as the thawing
of a rabbit kidney and the structural
preservation of a rabbit brain. And the
strides in mainstream medicine, from
the recent introduction of cold comas
to prevent brain trauma to basic CPR
techniques introduced in the ’60s, that
are redefining the moment of death.
“To me, cryonics makes more sense
than the current definition of death,”
says Macintosh. “It’s actually an ultraconservative form of medicine—don’t
give up until you are very sure that
nothing will be possible ever. We don’t
think about it as bringing back a ‘dead
person.’ If we can come back, were we
really dead in the first place? Cryonics
isn’t something socialized health care
can afford to do now. But it’s my choice.
Not everyone can be an early adopter.”
“We have a saying in our circle—last
one in, first one out,” says Wong. “We’ll
be the least well preserved and probably
the last to be brought back.”

HAVE
TWO KIDS

18
48
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Cultivate Your
Microbiome

When it comes to keeping fit, you’ve
truly got to go with your gut. “I look at
the list of the top 10 causes of death for
Canadians, and nine of them now have
microbial links, including strokes and
heart attacks,” says B. Brett Finlay, a UBC
professor specializing in microbiology
and infectious diseases. Here’s how to
keep that digestive tract in tip-top shape.
by

17

Stephanie Orford

Chew Some Probiotic Gum

Mouth microbes are now known to play a major
role in your health. Brushing your teeth three
times daily, for example, can reduce your risk
of dementia and Alzheimer’s…but who has time
for that? Luckily, probiotic gum delivers a dose
of friendly oral bacteria to boost your immune
system, reduce bad breath and offer other health
perks. Finlay suggests choosing a brand containing the bacterial strain Streptococcus salivarius
K12, like BLIS K12 (available online).

Say No to Steak

Thanks to microbes, cutting red meat out of
your diet lowers your risk of heart disease. A
particular type of bacteria that thrives on the
L-carnitine in red meat has been linked to
atherosclerosis, the hardening of your arteries.
In other words: if you eat steak regularly, these
mean microbes are probably going to town in
your gut. Go vegetarian or vegan and there’ll be
nothing left for them to chew on.

Put Your Poop in the Post

It’s not a gross prank. Mail a sample of your
feces (and $299 U.S.) to American company
DayTwo and they’ll analyze your tummy bugs.
The company will then create a personalized
diet to help you lower your blood sugar levels
and improve your health, all by keeping your
beneficial bacteria happy.

A longitudinal study done by researchers from SFU and UBC found
that the number of children a woman has could slow the rate at
which her body ages; researchers also suggest that women are
likely to get more social support from family and friends when they
have more children, increasing their metabolic energy and
using it to maintain the body. But though that may seem
like you should keep poppin’ out those babies, the
damage of the financial stress of more than two
kids quickly outweighs the benefits.—D.R.C.
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Renovate Your Condo

Fitness

19

The most value-adding features in housing aren’t the ones that
make people feel rich—they’re the ones that make people feel safe,
says Martin Pennels, a Green Building designer and consultant at
EcoVan Green Construction. So forget the backsplash and embrace
“wellness architecture” to improve your resale value (and your health).
by

Graham Templeton

Light Bright Too-bright lights
at night and an abundance
of disruptive blue light from
screens can lead to chronic
disturbances in sleep and
mood—so architects are
designing with natural
circadian rhythms in mind,
using engineering plug-ins
like Lark Spectral system to
analyze light impact during
the planning process.

20

50

The cheekily named Soylent meal-replacement
drink mix claims to boost energy, improve
health and help with weight loss. But while
this super-powered dinner-in-a-cup could be
useful on busy workdays, there’s one problem:
it looks, tastes and feels like pancake batter.
There are, however, some ways to “hack” the
product with add-ins that (marginally) improve
the flavour and texture.—Andrea Garza
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Up in the Air Pennels says air
quality is easily the numberone health priority for his customers; that’s why the Bjarke
Ingels-designed Vancouver
House condo development
will use ultraviolet light and
a carbon filter to purify the
oxygen inside (and it’s not the
only luxury development using
this “air ionizer” technology).

Paint It Pure A fresh
coat of colour can
release chemicals
like acetone and
formaldehyde for
years after construction completes,
so safety-minded builders are
choosing paints with low or no VOCs
(volatile organic compounds).

#YesFilter Clean
water is now such
a major concern
that filters are no
longer left at the
tap or the jug but installed
as part of a building’s water
system—like builders did at the
residences at the Hotel Georgia.

Detox by Design As the list of materials believed to release toxic airborne
particles keeps getting longer, developers are pushing eco-friendly materials
like bamboo or cork as a selling point.

GIVE UP
CHEWING

Diet

MATCHA SOYLENT

Method Add two
teaspoons of matcha
powder to the
standard recipe.
Result Soylent that
now tastes like matcha.
Whether this is an improvement is up to you.

PE ANUT BUT TER
AND JELLY SOYLENT

Method Mix with two
tablespoons of peanut
butter, 10 strawberries
and ½ cup of milk.
Result Like blending water and a PB
and J sandwich.

“SOYLENT GREEN”

Method Blend with
spinach, arugula,
kiwi, green grapes
and lime juice.
Result A great way to
get your fruits and veggies, if you can get over
the grainy consistency.
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Find the
Perfect Cleanse
Overindulged? Full of toxins? (Whatever that
even means.) There’s a cleanse for you.
by

Andrea Garza

Krokodile Pear 3-Day Green
Run Juice Cleanse
krokodilepear.com Price $150

What you get Seven juices per day,
including two blended smoothies.
How it works Drink one bottle of
juice every two to three hours.
Good for Weight loss, digestive health,
liver and kidney detoxification.
Doctor says “The calories being
consumed are nutrient-rich,
but it is lacking in protein and
fibre,” says Lindsay Pleskot,
R.D., of lindsaypleskot.com.

Renew Life CleanseSmart
30-Day Program
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Spud 3-Day Soup Box Cleanse
spud.ca Price $115

What you get Five vegetarian soup
servings and one alkalizing
lemon water per day.
How it works Drink lemon water
every morning, then one soup
serving every two hours.
Good for Increased energy, weight
loss, improved digestion.
Doctor says “This is a good example
of a reset if someone is struggling to
break old habits, but it could potentially
leave them feeling hungry as it’s not
super-high in protein,” says Pleskot.

finlandiapharmacy.com Price $28

Colon Hydrotherapy Cleanse
3 Treatment Package

What you get Four herbal
supplement pills per day.
How it works Take two capsules in
the day, and two more in the evening
on an empty stomach. Allow six to 12
hours for laxative effect to occur.
Good for Intestinal health, colon and
liver detoxification, improved digestion.
Doctor says “Some people report
more focus and energy after detoxing.
But there’s little evidence that detox
diets remove toxins,” says Katherine
Zeratsky, R.D., L.D., of the Mayo Clinic.

What you get Three 45- to
55-minute treatment sessions.
How it works A medical practitioner
performs a treatment that uses purified
water to clear out waste from the colon.
Good for Colon detoxification,
eliminatory system health,
chronic intestinal conditions.
Doctor says “I would highly suggest
discussing this with your doctor first,”
says Pleskot. “This isn’t a treatment I
would recommend to my clients.”
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SIT UP
STRAIGHT

As exercise equipment
goes, it looks as low-tech
as it can get; as part of the
anti-sedentary movement,
however, Yaletown’s Fitness
Table punches far above its
weight. Lie on your back on
a full-length Shaker-style
table with your hands over
your head and tucked under
the top of the table (well,
hello, pecs), breathing
from your diaphragm while
zipping your bent knees
together and slowly bringing
them to each side. Sitting
up, with your legs wrapped
around the table legs, you’ll
see your body’s wonky
alignment, thanks to the
shape of the table and the
mirror in front. “There’s
nowhere to hide,” laughs
owner Katharine Ford, “and
gravity means you need
to really work.” The “reeducation of movement” to
help your core and posture—
started by dancer Thérèse
Cadrin Petit in Montreal in
1980—takes you through
more than 800 exercises
that also involve tilting the
table and using soft exercise
balls. Sloppy posture? It’s
time to turn the tables.
$100 for initial postural
evaluation, $32 per drop-in
plus various group packages;
fitnesstablevancouver.com
—Lucy Hyslop

WAYS
TO

GIVE
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Live
Forever
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We tend to think of
volunteering—whether it
be handing out meals at a
soup kitchen or reading Jane
Austen to the elderly—as a
selfless act: something you
do to help your community
and improve the lives of
others. But research shows
it has the added benefit of
possibly extending your life.
A review of data from 40
different studies, published in
BMC Public Health, points to
about a 20 percent reduction
in mortality among people
who regularly give their time
to others compared to those
who don’t. Volunteers are
also less depressed and
have a greater sense of life
satisfaction—good news, now
that you’re going to live so
much longer.—Amy O’Brian

TAP A
VEIN
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If your Flintstones chewables
just aren’t doing the trick,
perhaps some IV therapy is
in order. Aumakua Integrated
Wellness Clinic offers
intravenous vitamin therapy
to boost immunity, treat
hangovers and battle jet lag in
their downtown naturopathic
office, but if you’d prefer to
experience your drip bag in
style, IV Wellness Boutique does
the same in an oh-so-Yaletown
environment—think soft
lighting, recliners and high-def
screens. aiwclinic.com; theiv.ca
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CHEERS TO
YO U R H E A LT H
There’s room in the
health-concious life
for a little indulgence,
too. Everything in
moderation, as Oscar
Wilde once said...
including moderation.

Like a lot of people, when it comes to nutrition, I’ve always
considered myself a rationalist. But relying on rationalism has proved
to be strangely irrational. Fat isn’t what has been making people fat,
apparently. And coffee, although highly addictive, proves to have
virtually no adverse health implications. So, nope, it’s much better to
rely on research, to be an empiricist. Do that, and a lot of things that seem
like they shouldn’t be good for you turn out to be not so bad after all.
GLUTEN

COFFEE

Gluten has long been recognized as a terrible thing
for the roughly one percent of the population with
the autoimmune disorder celiac disease, which
no doubt contributed to the reception of initial
Australian research establishing ill effects for
non-celiacs. That study was recanted after a more
rigorous follow-up did not duplicate the results, but
a 2016 study by the Columbia University Medical
Center confirmed that a small proportion of the
non-celiac population suffers from an inflammatory
immune disorder involving gluten. But gluten
avoiders among the remaining population
(which could be up to 98 percent of us) are
doing nothing for their health
except denying themselves
a delicious and nutritious
dietary element.

Because caffeine is so highly
addictive, and coffee so
sinfully delicious, it has
been subject to intensive
research, with results that at
one time seemed cautionary for heavy users. But
extensive data from longitudinal studies as well as
coffee-specific research from institutions including
Johns Hopkins University, the Harvard School of
Public Health, UBC and the University of California,
Berkeley, have found virtually no drawbacks and
many benefits to moderate consumption of up to
about five cups a day. These include insulating
effects against dementia, diabetes, Parkinson’s
disease, certain cancers and even suicide.

MSG

How could something with a name like
monosodium glutamate be anything other than
bad? Yet, in numerous randomized double-blind
studies (considered together in a so-called
systematic review, or meta-study, published in
2016 by the peer-reviewed Journal of Headache
and Pain), people who believe they suffer from
“Chinese Restaurant Syndrome” have reacted
in the same way to placebos as to MSG, a
thoroughly benign substance that’s present
in almost everything we eat (and especially in
things like soy sauce and Parmesan cheese).
We all bought the idea that fat wasn’t heart-smart,
but in truth the research back then was absent,
suspect or ambivalent, and replacing
fat with carbs and sugar made us fat,
which really contributed to heart
disease. The emerging view from
the Dietary Guidelines Advisory
Committee: chow down on the good
fats (vegetable oils, especially,
though it’s complicated), and
don’t sweat a certain amount
of the “less good” either.
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Remember That
Everything Bad Is
Good for You

FAT
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ALCOHOL

Another addictive substance, alcohol too has
been intensively researched—included, in
fact, within literally hundreds of longitudinal
studies following millions of people over many
decades. Time and time again, moderate alcohol
consumption correlated with both increased
longevity and better overall health—but there’s a
catch. Unlike those heavy consumers of coffee,
moderate drinkers prove to be wealthier, better
educated and more physically and socially active
than non-drinkers, and when
that was taken into account by a
2016 meta-analysis in the Journal
of Studies on Alcohol and Drugs,
most of alcohol’s health benefits
disappeared. Still, moderate
consumption appears to be roughly
a wash, health-wise, so hey!

And it’s not just a case of bad things
proving to be good, but also good ones
bad. Fruit juice, for example, has been
revealed as mostly just another sugary
drink—loads of sugar, not a lot of nutrition.
Save your money instead for the coffee
shop or maybe even the bar. Given the
research, it’s the rational thing to do.

SEA NEW YORK BLOUSE: HUDSON’S BAY; CARVEN SWEATER AND FRAME DENIM: NORDSTROM
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